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Current Revision Summary (if applicable):

The following change(s) are effective:

All changes are highlighted.

General Changes: “Department of Crime Control and Public Safety” changed to “Department of Public Safety” throughout policy. “Division of Prisons” is changed to “Prisons” throughout the policy.

Specific Changes:

.1002 Definitions

Page 1 (c) Added language to clarify location of State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in the Joint Force Headquarters.

Page 2 (f) (1) Due to repeal of N.C.G.S. 143B-476, changed to appropriate N.C.G.S. 143B-602.

Page 3 Made correction noting former (f) is now (g) and former (g) is now (h).

Page 3 (h) Removed statute and Executive Order references and added language noting “NC DPS Prisons will maintain COOP or Continuity of Operations Plan…” and that this plan shall be reviewed and updated annually.
.1004 Procedures

Page 4 (c) language added noting “however, SERT representatives may be requested to be present based on the needs of the EOC.

Page 5 (i) provided updated identification and phone numbers for Emergency Management, EM Main (24 hr. Operations Center) and EM Logistics Chief 919-825-2264.

.1006 SERT Representatives

Page 6 Updated information identifying staff designated and authorized as the SERT representatives for DPS-Prisons.
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